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Evolution of Economic Development Strategies for Nevada:  
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Leading to A Broad Portfolio of  




















































To Where We Must Be by 2015  
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R E P O R T 
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Figure 1:  Evolution in the Role of Economic Development 
 
 
Evolution of Economic Development Strategies for Nevada:  
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To Where We Must Be by 2015  
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Figure 2: Excerpt from 2000 Battelle Study 
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Table 3: Commercialization Potential  
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Cluster of Knowledge:  
Simulation,  
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Cluster of Knowledge:  
Targeted Mechanical  
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Example Recruitment and 
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Figure 7: ‘Why Orlando?’                      
 
   

















































Figure 8: ‘Team Orlando” 
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Utah – Science, Technology and 
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Figure 11: Innovation Philadelphia TBED Tools 
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Becoming the Go-To Location for Business 






























Building an Online Innovation and 
Commercialization Network of Academic, 
Business, Federal, and Entrepreneurial 
Innovators—both living in Nevada or alumni of 






















Sparking Youth and Student Innovators through 
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Section X: Ensuring Success 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix A: Asset Mapping 
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New Careers and Hot Jobs in the 21st Century  
 
New Careers  Average Salary   Education Technology  
Radio Surgeon  $200-800K/year   Doctorate Cyberknife 
Info Engineer  $ 70-120K/year   Associate  Data mining/ analytics  
Robot Programmer  $ 40-100K/year   Associate/4yr Simulation tools 
Disease Mapper  $ 40-150K/year   PhD  Digital imaging 















































































Figure 25: Nevada Employment by Classification  
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Employment by Occupation Current Year
  Trade Area built from components
Total by Occupation Current Year 1,107,395
Occupation Managerial executive Current Year 143,112
Occupation Professional specialty Current Year 162,917
Occupation Healthcare support Current Year 12,254
Occupation Protective Current Year 31,594
Occupation Food Preparation Serving Current Year 84,463
Occupation Building Maintenance & Cleaning Current Year 44,504
Occupation Personal Care Current Year 77,590
Occupation Sales Current Year 137,688
Occupation Office Admin Current Year 174,404
Occupation Farming, Fishing, & Forestry Current Year 2,624
Occupation Construction Current Year 124,422
Occupation Production Transportation Current Year 111,823
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Life Sciences Engineering 
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Table 7: Top Federal Grant and Contract Funding Programs in Nevada 
continued on next page 
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Appendix E: Vital Asset Map 
  
Facilities, Infrastructure, Initiatives and Programs Supporting 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































About Regionnovate, LLC 
 
Richard Seline has 
been in the 
forefront of 
analysis, debate and implementation of strategies to 
address opportunity gaps and leverage strengths 
around strategic partnerships amongst academic, 
business, civic, government, industry, and 
philanthropic entities as a consultant focused on 
innovation, commercialization and technology‐
driven economic development. 
 
The spark of Richard's experiential learning was his 
service as Special Assistant to the President of the 
University of Texas’ M.D. Andersen Cancer Center in 
the Texas Medical Center. In this role he bridged 
policy‐making, research, commercialization and 
economic outreach at the state and Federal levels on 
behalf of the $500 million academic clinical research 
and patient institution.  
 
Through over 100 ensuing engagements at global, 
national, regional and state levels, Richard has 
examined, benchmarked, and facilitated a number  
of forums, explorations and dialogues on the 
emergence of innovation in the public and private 
sectors, leading to new methodologies and 
implementation tactics. Richard has shifted the 
traditional thinking from "Clusters of Industry" over 
time to focus instead on clusters of knowledge, 
competency and skills ‐ thereby transforming models 
of linking know‐what, know‐how, and know‐whom. 
 
Richard formed Regionnovate to focus on 
repurposing, rebuilding and reinventing assets  
for increased innovation capacity, commerciali‐
zation and economic success. More on Richard  
and Regionnovate can be found at 
www.regionovate.com. 
 
